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CREDIT UNION CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 2009

CREDIT UNION CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 2009

‘Look and feel’ for the largest Christmas Pageant in the world. It was worked from concept to final artwork and comprised photography
direction as well as much Adobe Photo-shopping. The theme for this Pageant was “Families Sharing Memories”

An example of how the look and feel was translated across other collateral to keep the idea fresh and interesting
Website Design to last for at least 5 years. Art direction included a child friendly appeal, easy to navigate, and with interchangeable ‘pods’

WORLD SOLAR CHALLENGE

WORLD SOLAR CHALLENGE

‘Look and feel’ design for the ‘2009 World Solar Challenge’. An abstract artwork concentrating on the translation of the sun’s straight solar
rays, into flamboyant motion and speed in the dusty dessert

Invite from the biannual event 2007. The ‘look and feel’ was further reinforced through using the coloured strings of light and veiled layers of
pure colour. A sense of spaciousness was engendered to reflect the vastness of the terrain

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION – ANIMATED FLASH E-CARD DESIGN
The brief was to create a flash animated card that would celebrate the 100th year of the Tourism Commission. Below and alongside are stills
of the card, from the opening display, to the advent calendar. Each icon represents a facet of tourism and is complete with sound effects

EVENTS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

EVENTS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

‘Look and feel’ designed to progress the already existing branding for ‘Events SA’ which predominantly consisted of cyan blue with either
black or white text. I felt some dynamism and an indication of eventing would be a step forward... thus the different stylized lights, from
those in the stadium to the lens flare of the sun

A selection of ‘Event’ fact sheets (not actual size – which is A4), giving an indication how the ‘light’ theme was used along with the longstanding cyan background

TOUR DOWN UNDER

TOUR DOWN UNDER

DL ‘After Race Party’ ticket

A4 gate-folded ‘Launch’ brochure designed to convey the latest look of the event, the routes and distances of the races as far as they can
be known at such an early stage and a little about the destination villages.

Swing tag ticket designed to be packaged with a cycling jersey for those joining Lance Armstrong for an evening

WOLF CASINOS

WOLF CASINOS

T-shirt design incorporating the ‘Wolf’ logo and a montage using the pattern of the backs of cards together with another common gaming
theme of the lucky die in motion

Photoshop montage work used to create artwork that was mounted and framed in black and used to enhance the walls of the casino

MISCELLANEOUS – MONOPOLY BOARD

MR SHUTDOWN

This South Australian ‘Monopoly’ board was designed to explain a set of financials for the ‘Communications’ department that were to be
presented to the board of executives. It was set into a ‘Powerpoint’ presentation

A brief to design a superhero to encourage people to be green and turn off their computers, and a new interest in 3d modelling inspired this
creation... a semi-dorky character. Although he was only meant to be a cut-out he potentially could be animated on-screen which may be
more effective

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION

‘Cultural Tourism Policy’, designed in corporate style for the ‘Tourism Development’ team (although a little ‘edgier’) this document is meant
to inform business owners in South Australia the merits of ‘our culture’ and examples of how it manifests itself

‘The Hip Guide’ – The best guide for what’s on in and around Adelaide for every traveller aged between 18 and 35
SATC Christmas greeting card, and Christmas invitation to a corporate event

THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK CATTLE DRIVE
Calendar designed for the overseas market with a slight twist on existing branding, to remind those when the experience is about to begin,
giving them every chance to book their seats on this luxury event!

THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK CATTLE DRIVE
The well recognised look of the ‘Cattle Drive’ in advertisement form
How the look was translated into the website and update newsletters

